Chuck Rasco

“Nothing is Wrong”

$250

**Image Description:** This is one of three images in a series based on how we see ourselves versus how the world sees us. This image shows that while everything might look fine on the outside, everyone is dealing with their own inner struggles.

**Location of Image:** Home Studio

**Type of Camera and Lens Used:** Canon 6D mk ii, Sigma 35 mm f/1.4

**Camera Settings Used:** f/8, 1/25, ISO 100

**Artist Statement:** Photography is not just about capturing light, but also the technique and technology used to create that perfect scene that draws the viewer into the image. I continually strive to learn new techniques to push my photography further. Nightscapes and Milky Way photography have become a passion for me. Learning that 80% of Americans can’t, or have never seen the Milky Way drives me to create realistic images of the night sky using well known locations. I want to show people what they’re missing, as well as show iconic locations that so many have seen images of, in a different light.

**Website/Social Media Accounts:** www.chuckrascophotography.com, www.facebook.com/chuckrascophotography, IG: @chuckrasco_photography